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Join The Revolution with the launch of Emojitones - Emojis that Speak
Published on 03/17/16
Dublin based startup, Emojitones Technology Limited today announces Emojitones 2.0, their
popular app utility developed for iOS and Android devices. Emojitones is a full-featured
text messaging platform that transforms emojis using the power of sound. Now, you can
insert your own personal touch through sound with emojis adding fun and animation to all
of your text messages. Best of all, the tones play automatically once a text message is
opened.
Dublin, Ireland - Irish start up, Emojitones Technology Limited today is proud to announce
the release of Emojitones 2.0, their popular app utility developed for iOS and Android
devices. For a quarter of a century the world has text messaged in silence. Emojitones is
a full-featured text messaging platform that transforms emojis using the power of sound.
From Ireland to India, more than 6 billion emojis are used daily to add meaning to text
messages, and the demand for culturally diverse versions have never been higher. The
Emojitones free text messaging app for iOS and Android adds new levels of fun,
self-expression and personalization to the unstoppable emoji phenomenon.
Emojitones is the brainchild of Dublin-based entrepreneur Guy de Bromhead: "Even with the
addition of emojis, text messaging remains relatively emotionless when compared to face to
face interaction. Sound is the missing link; and what better way to deliver it than
packaged with the appropriate emoji icon. Anyone who texts know the trouble that can be
caused when a message is mis-understood. The Emojitones app removes that ambiguity,
empowering users to express what they really feel in images plus sound - and have fun in
the process. The Emojitones product is unique in that the delivery of the emoji
icons-plus-sound is instantaneous. Simlly send a text message, photo or video and add your
favorite emoji as usual. When the receiver swipes open the message the cloud-hosted sounds
play back inline - automatically - to create a dynamic and often hilarious new mode of
messaging."
Emojitones is a fun and zany way to send sounds in all your text messages through emojis.
Emojitones combines the best of standard text messaging and sound. Finally the new
generation of text messaging is here! Every emoji icon now has its own unique sound.
Emojitones combines text, images, and animation and now sound to emoji icons that can be
shared with friends, family and anyone else who you want to share your feelings, emotions
intents with across all smart devices. Now, you can insert your own personal touch through
sound with emojis adding fun and animation to all of your text messages. Best of all - the
tones play automatically once a text message is opened.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 7.0 or later
* 29.0 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Emojitones 2.0 is Free and available worldwide through the App Store in the Utilities
category. There is also an Android version available on Google Play. Don't miss Emojitones
live at Silicon Valley Comic Con, March 18-20th, San Jose, California, Booth 647.
Emojitones 2.0:
http://www.emojitones.com
Download from iTunes:
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https://itunes.apple.com/app/emojitones-emoji-icons-sound/id1031863230
Image (Postcard Back):
http://app-promo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Emoji.png
Image (Postcard Front):
http://app-promo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Screen-Shot-2016-03-13-at-7.07.58-PM.png
Screenshot:
http://app-promo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Emoji2.png
App Icon:
http://app-promo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Emojitones_icon_180x180.png

Emojitones Technology Limited is the parent company for the mobile application Emojitones.
Based in Dublin, Ireland the company was founded by Dublin-based entrepreneur Guy de
Bromhead in 2015. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2016 Emojitones Technology
Limited. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and
registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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